
BUSHNELL Z6 INSTRUCTIONS 
 
METHOD 1:  This is a “no brainer”. The Bushnell Z6 has a standard ¼” x 20 tripod socket.  The Quick Clip comes with two black belt clip 
tab/steel screw assemblies (one for a spare).  It simply screws into the tripod socket on your Bushnell Z6 (hand tight only).  Then all you 
need to do is simply slide your Z6/belt clip tab into the keyhole slot of the Quick Clip.  Occasionally check to be sure it is still hand tight in 
the tripod socket. 

 
METHOD 2:   This is a much better way but will take a bit more work on your part.  See the following paragraph and numbered steps. 
We highly recommend this method for two reasons –  (1) Bushnell did not design the tripod socket to be as secure as it should be so the 
socket sometimes pulls out for the body of the Z6 making it unusable.  (2) By putting the belt clip tab/3M adhesive disk on the side as 
shown in the picture (WHITE CIRCLE) and as described below, the Z6 does not extend into the cart passenger compartment nearly as 
far as when using the tripod socket screw due to the location of the tripod socket.  It will be more apparent to you when you use your 
Quick Clip for the first time. 

 
Your Quick Clip also came with three black belt clip tab/3M adhesive disk assemblies (two spares), two  alcohol cleaning pads, and a 
couple of extra 3M adhesive disks if you ever need them.  Note the picture below and the position/area of the included black belt clip 
tab/3M adhesive disk assembly on the Laser Lens end (the white circle) of the Z6 for the optimum center of gravity.  Follow these steps: 

 

1. VERY IMPORTANT: Clean that area with the alcohol pad and allow it to air dry.  This removes all dirt, oils, dust and other 
yucky stuff and enhances the adhesion. 

2. Peel the paper off one of the belt clip tab/3M adhesive disk assemblies and carefully place the black belt clip tab/3M adhesive 

disk assembly on that spot. Be careful when placing it on as it will immediately stick and it’s difficult to remove.  Apply pressure to 
the belt clip tab for 20‐30 seconds. Allow it to “set” for a minimum of 48 to 72 hours before using it with your Quick Clip as this also 

enhances the adhesion. 
3. VERY IMPORTANT:  If you very carefully follow these directions “to the letter”, the belt clip tab/3M adhesive disk 

assembly cannot be removed using your hands (you may draw blood if you try) and it certainly cannot come off or 
even become loose during your everyday use on a golf cart. 

4. If you ever need to remove it, you’ll need to use a hair dryer (on high setting) or heat gun (lowest setting) to warm up the 3M 
adhesive for 15-20 seconds. This softens the adhesive so you can peel it off (though it will not be easy) of your Z6 with no 
residue.  We recommend that you don’t try to re-use that 3M adhesive as it loses some of its adhesive properties once it’s been 
used -- use one of the fresh 3M adhesive disks.   You  can re-use the black belt clip tab if it’s not damaged 

5. To replace the black belt clip hook/3M adhesive disk assembly on your Z6, remove the used 3M adhesive (be sure to get all of 
the adhesive off), then clean the back of the black belt clip hook with an alcohol pad and allow to dry.  Using one of the extra 
fresh 3M adhesive disks, peel the paper off of either side of the 3M adhesive disk and carefully center it on the back of the belt 
clip hook.  Then simply follow steps 1 through 3 above. 

 
NOTE: If you ever need more of the belt clip tab/3M adhesive disk assemblies, the a black belt clip tab/steel screw assemblies, 3M 
adhesive disks, black belt clip tabs (without the screw or 3M adhesive disk) or alcohol cleaning pads, please don’t hesitate to call me on 
my cell phone (843-333-7453) or shoot us an e-mail (mike@gpsquickclip.com).  Please be sure to include your full name an address. 
We’ll ship usually the same day and there’s no charge. In fact, please don’t ever hesitate to contact us if you have any questions or 
concerns. Thanks again for buying and using our Quick Clip. 
 
If you have any doubts at all about the strength, flexibility and holding power of the 3M VHB adhesive, please click on the link 
below.  If you have any trouble opening it, simply right-click directly on the link then click on “Open Hyperlink”.  Or you can 
also copy the link and paste it into your web browser address line: 
 
https://www.3m.com/3M/en_US/company-us/all-3m-products/~/3M-VHB-Tape-4991?N=5002385+3293223574&rt=rud  

 
Mike Owens FAX ---------------- 843-235-8405 
GPS Quick Clip, Inc. CELL --------------- 843-333-7453 
159 Goodson Loop E-MAIL ----------- mike@gpsquickclip.com 
Pawleys Island, SC 29585 WEBSITE --------- www.gpsquickclip.com 
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